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Rise of Rome is a Total War® historical grand strategy game where you will conquer land and battle over 100 years of history, from the Battle of Marathon in 490 BC to the Battle of Plataea in 479 BC.This is a Total War® isometric grand strategy game set in the Ancient World from 494 to circa 146
BC.This game is the grand sequel of the critically-acclaimed Total War®: Rome™ saga, and the biggest and most ambitious entry in the series to date. About the Total War® series: The Total War® series present a step back in time to Ancient Battles. Taking inspiration from Ancient Greek and Roman
warfare to deliver an epic Total War experience, the series is a seminal experience in grand strategy gaming.Play the campaign as one of the following factions: Romans, Macedonians, Seleucid, Ptolemies, Carthaginians, Numidians, Etruscans and Gauls. Rise of Rome takes place during the Persian
Wars, when Athens and Sparta were still going strong. But in this era, the Spartans were no longer the pre-eminent power. Now it was the Persians and their Achaemenid Empire who held the key to the future of the Ancient World. The Eastern Mediterranean lies at the heart of a booming economy, and
its people (particularly in Asia Minor) are waiting to be either conquered or enslaved by the Achaemenid Empire. And yet, the twin powers of Athens and Sparta are not ready to yield to the Persian King, and they are not yet ready to engage in war with one another either. To make matters worse, both
Athens and Sparta are becoming increasingly embroiled in internal struggles, power struggles and factional struggles. Will you lead your army and lay siege to the Spartan strongholds in Persia, or will you invade the heart of the Black Sea to lay claim to the warmaking lands of the peoples already in
your Empire? Will you seek to unite the Greek cities under your lead and defeat the mighty Persian Empire, or will you be content to hold the lands you conquer and serve your Emperor in the Hellenistic world? Only you can make the decisions that will determine the fate of the Ancient World. Key
Features: 3D Total War® isometric and real-time 3D graphics, narrated cutscenes, fully customizable units, campaign map and lots of other features that make this Total War experience unique to PC. With multiple ways to play, you can choose

Field Of Glory II: Immortal Fire Features Key:

Fully operational save game system! There are no more RNG and scoreboard bug.
Impressive atmosphere - the game usually run smooth with 10fps even on older machines (P3*).
Completely rebuilt user interface improved in many ways: quicker...
.. controls, when required tutorial.
Load/save game feature which completely transforms your life
Thermal Imaging & Scanner - the game is more accurate, much more exciting.
Historical game mode - historically accurate battles using the terrain of this period. Haven’t seen this feature before!
...the smallest file size of all games in the series (10-20% of GeoDefense)
Battles with detailed background art including paper texture
A wide range of equipment/skill combinations - all equipment are available with all their upgrades (75 items in total).
Colourful hand-painted graphics with a huge range of units, terrain, buildings.
Divine blessing - to go against the law of the equilibrium. Conflict and victory!
Formidable Game Engine - modernize the old Field of Glory I and bring a great variety to the field of battle.
Micro-training of new player - all legend of the MOA series is there to approach new players (the first few times can prove stubbornly hard).
Exceptionally detailed campaign tree - use the most recent version of the database (with multi-lingual support)
Copyrighted new sounds
Perfectly aligned keyboard controls (more precise and quicker).
Comprehensive Manual - all game modes, sieges, bais and details.
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Enter the password to unlock the game.
Click PackIt and choose Create a new folder
Click OK
Click Installer
Wait while the installation process finishes
Playfield before launching the game. Field of Glory II Multiplayer:
Start the game and then click Games on the menu screen
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System Requirements:

For the best experience in Vertigo, we recommend: OS: Windows 10 64 bit Processor: Intel Core i5-6400 Memory: 8GB RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 2GB DirectX: Version 11 For a smooth gaming experience, we recommend at least a GeForce GTX 650 Ti or GTX 750. I am a Deviant. I am the
Deviant with the D-O-double-G-E. I am your 2D God. D-
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